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MACRO UPDATE: GREECE, UKRAINE 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
GREEK CABINET RESHUFFLE: PR GIMMICK 

 
Eurozone periphery financial markets continue their recovery, with Spanish 10-year yields falling below their US equivalent 
and Italy approaching UK levels. Investors are reassured by the return to output growth, fiscal progress and the ECB’s 
determination to defend the Eurozone against financial panics as well as too low inflation. Rating agencies are beginning to 
react, with Ireland the latest country to receive a credit rating upgrade, by one notch to A- at S&P last Friday. 
 
Economic and financial progress leave politics as the major source of uncertainty. The European elections have not sparked 
widespread instability, but some repercussions have emerged. In Greece, the ruling coalition has reshuffled the cabinet. 
Finance minister Stournaras, who oversaw Greece securing continued funding by official lenders and delivering a primary 
budget surplus last year, is departing, probably to take over as Governor of the Bank of Greece next month. Prime Minister 
Samaras appointed Eurobank’s chief economist Gikas Hardouvelis as Stournaras successor. His major task will be to keep 
discipline at home and negotiate some debt relief with his European partners in the autumn. 
 
Hardouvelis’ appointment continues the trend on the euro periphery of having financial experts as finance ministers. Be-
sides bringing expertise, they inspire confidence with investors and are often able to take tough decisions against vested 
interests. At the same time, they do not cling to their jobs and their dismissal can serve as a valve for public discontent 
about austerity measures. With elections looming in 2015, and the opposition showing no signs of weakening, the govern-
ment’s best hope for victory is a strengthening economic recovery and successful negotiations with Brussels. With 85% of 
the fiscal adjustment for 2009-2020 done already, the government will probably be easing austerity, but not change course 
substantially. 
 
 

UKRAINE: PROGRESS 

 
Ever since the annexation of Crimea by Russia, a full-scale military invasion of Eastern Ukraine, however irrational that 
would be for Russian President Putin, was the biggest risk to our optimistic growth forecasts for the Eurozone. Besides the 
likely Western sanctions and Russian retaliation up to a disruption of energy supplies, the impact of TV images showing 
Russian tanks rolling westwards on investor, business and consumer confidence could lead to chaos. 
 
But the crisis has faded from the headlines ever since Petro Poroshenko won a clear victory in the presidential elections on 
25 May. In the West, the 54% majority in the first round quashed any doubts about the legitimacy of the Maidan revolution. 
In Russia, the poor performance of right wing candidates seriously undermined propaganda. The brief conversation be-
tween Putin and Poroshenko brokered by German chancellor Merkel amid the D-Day celebrations in France last weekend, 
the swift announcement of a cease fire in Eastern Ukraine by the Ukrainian government shortly thereafter and Russia ap-
parently cooperating by limiting the cross-border weapon traffic are indications that a pragmatic Poroshenko and a now 
more sanction-weary Putin are not interested in escalation. The crisis is not over. Heavily armed pro-Russian separatists are 
unpredictable and could still spark renewed tensions. But the risk of the Ukraine crisis derailing the Eurozone recovery has 
receded. 
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